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songwriter, singer and guitarist from the band Joy Division
Closer*

Ian Kevin Curtis

Born in Manchester, Ian spends his childhood entirely in the small town
of Macclesfield in the northwest of England. His father is a policeman.
From early on his role models are different, for example the authors
William Burroughs and Joseph Conrad. And later, Velvet Underground,
Iggy Pop, David Bowie and the Sex Pistols.
Ian writes poems as a child. And attracts attention.
He is offered a scholarship at the tender age of eleven.
Ian decides not to follow an academic path. He goes for music,
and music only.

Drugs play a role in Ian’s earliest youth.
Valium in large amounts. The first signs of his epilepsy
also appear. Ian thinks (wrongly) that the illness is
related to the drugs.
Then Ian is sure: I will die before my thirtieth birthday.
* In 1980 the album Closer appears posthumously,
created a few months before Ian’s suicide at the age
of 23.
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Lionel Andrés Messi,

Ausnahmefußballspieler
„La Pulga“

Lionel Andrés, kurz Leo, ist fünf, als ihn sein Vater Jorge im Fußball
verein Grandoli anmeldet.
Von da an gibt es für Leo nur noch eins: Fußball. Nach drei Jahren
wechselt er zu einem größeren Verein, den Newell’s Old Boys. Da
ist bereits klar: Leo ist ein Genie, er kann am Ball alles, tänzelt und
dribbelt in Irrsinnsgeschwindigkeit über den Platz. Er ist unkontrol
lierbar, zäh, leider aber etwas schmächtig und sehr klein. Die anderen
Kinder nennen ihn „La Pulga“, den Floh. Außerhalb des Platzes ist Leo
ein Lieber, ein schüchterner Junge, er knibbelt an den Fingernägeln.
Mit zehn Jahren, knapp 1 Meter 40, schlackerndes Trikot, hört Leo
dann komplett auf zu wachsen. Etwas stimmt hormonell ganz und gar
nicht mit ihm, eine seltene Art von Kleinwüchsigkeit wird diagnos
tiziert. Zwar gibt es Hoffnung (in Form einer Hormontherapie), aber
die Hoffnung ist teuer: 900 Dollar pro Monat. Vater Jorge, ein Metall
arbeiter, sieht nur eine Möglichkeit: auswandern. Mit der kompletten
Familie, aus dem wirtschaftlich gebeutelten Argentinien, ins helle
Spanien. Um dort genug Geld für die Therapie zu verdienen.
In Barcelona angekommen, spielt Leo, gerade 13 geworden, beim
Weltclub Barça vor. Dem Sportdirektor Carlos Rexach wird ganz
schummrig (vor Glück): Endlich, der neue Maradona. Jorge und Carlos
schließen einen Vertrag (auf dem Papier einer Serviette). Der Klub
zahlt Leo ein kleines Gehalt und übernimmt die Therapiekosten. Die
Behandlung ist eine Qual (vier Jahre lang täglich jeweils eine Spritze
ins rechte
rechte und
und linke
linke Bein),
Bein), aber
aber Leo
Leo leidet
leidet still.
still. Er
Er weiß
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Behandlung ist eine Qual (vier Jahre lang täglich jeweils eine Spritze
zahlt Leo ein kleines Gehalt und übernimmt die Therapiekosten. Die
schließen einen Vertrag (auf dem Papier einer Serviette). Der Klub
schummrig (vor Glück): Endlich, der neue Maradona. Jorge und Carlos
Weltclub Barça vor. Dem Sportdirektor Carlos Rexach wird ganz
In Barcelona angekommen, spielt Leo, gerade 13 geworden, beim
Spanien. Um dort genug Geld für die Therapie zu verdienen.
Familie, aus dem wirtschaftlich gebeutelten Argentinien, ins helle
arbeiter, sieht nur eine Möglichkeit: auswandern. Mit der kompletten
die Hoffnung ist teuer: 900 Dollar pro Monat. Vater Jorge, ein Metall
tiziert. Zwar gibt es Hoffnung (in Form einer Hormontherapie), aber
nicht mit ihm, eine seltene Art von Kleinwüchsigkeit wird diagnos
dann komplett auf zu wachsen. Etwas stimmt hormonell ganz und gar
Mit zehn Jahren, knapp 1 Meter 40, schlackerndes Trikot, hört Leo
ein Lieber, ein schüchterner Junge, er knibbelt an den Fingernägeln.
Kinder nennen ihn „La Pulga“, den Floh. Außerhalb des Platzes ist Leo
lierbar, zäh, leider aber etwas schmächtig und sehr klein. Die anderen
dribbelt in Irrsinnsgeschwindigkeit über den Platz. Er ist unkontrol
ist bereits klar: Leo ist ein Genie, er kann am Ball alles, tänzelt und
wechselt er zu einem größeren Verein, den Newell’s Old Boys. Da
Von da an gibt es für Leo nur noch eins: Fußball. Nach drei Jahren
verein Grandoli anmeldet.
Lionel Andrés, kurz Leo, ist fünf, als ihn sein Vater Jorge im Fußball
„La Pulga“
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To meet Mike Meiré, I board the earliest flight from Berlin to Cologne and take
a train into the city center. Before hailing
a cab to Meiré’s ‘Factory’ in the CologneEhrenfeld district, I briefly loiter outside
the famous Cologne Cathedral, where I
have my non-denominational Hallelujah moment compromised by a street performer doing The Robot while dressed as
a Saint. Since it’s too early in the morning
for other tourists to eclipse me, I’m treated to a private showing. Um. Bravo.
Hours later, to meet the last train
from Cologne to Berlin, I rush from Meiré’s studio to the Hauptbahnhof (central
station), where I find my train has been
cancelled. The only alternative includes
multiple stops and a broken air-conditioner, but again, it’s the only alternative.
I sit down. The man who sits across from
me is as delighted as he is sweaty (and
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we’re all very sweaty on this train ride).
He tells me: ‘They say the direct train was
cancelled because there have been eight
suicide attempts on the rails today!’ All
smiles, he gets off at the next stop.
So, what’s that Mike Meiré says about
‘the flow of life’ and the ‘the sun rise, and
the sun set’? What would he make of the
bookends that bracket my visit to his Factory? Doubtless, Meiré would add them
to his cornucopia of inspirations, among
which he lists: seeing one’s reflection in
the bathroom mirror and thinking ‘God,
I’ve aged,’ reading the obituaries, meditating, struggling, listening to music,
and contemplating Michael Jackson and
Madonna, but not Lady Gaga (‘I don’t believe in Lady Gaga,’ Meiré tells me.)
I spend roughly five hours at Meiré’s
studio(s), and I would probably spend five
more, were it not for my train to catch.

Meiré is just offering to order some sushi
when I have the good sense to check the
time. I mean, this place is like a restorative spa retreat for the brain’s right
hemisphere (more on brain fitness later).
Around a private outdoor courtyard, Meiré’s Factory includes a designated architecture atelier, a fine arts workshop, and
an airy central loft that plays host to installations, people, and events; it’s also
where the art direction and magazine
design happens.
‘This is my Bauhaus,’ Meiré tells me,
leading me through the different corners
of his Factory. ‘Sometimes, with sixty
people here, it can feel like a campus.
You walk by and everybody’s working on
a very different project, from magazines
to architecture.’ To christen the space
in 2004, The Factory became a stage for
an eleven-day performance called The

Stardust Festival, starring photographer
and musician Mark Borthwick. Meiré reflects on the event with the cadence and
excitement of someone saying, it was “the
best house-warming ever”.
Officially, Meiré divides his lack of
time between ‘Brand Coding,’ ‘Art Direction,’ ‘Architecture,’ and ‘Culture Projects.’ But into the second hour of our conversation, Meiré tells me: ‘I used to find it
embarrassing when people asked, “What
are you doing?” or “What is your profession?” This was always my struggle.’
Why ‘struggle?’
‘Because I like to do logos and I love
making magazines and sometimes I’m
not afraid to do architecture, a house,
whatever. These days, it’s somehow easier
for me to talk about this: I am what you
like; call me what I should be for you.
But when I was twenty-one, twenty-two,

I was one of these, well, “whiz kids in the
German design world.” We were quite
radical. But there tends to be this limitation in Germany — either you’re a designer or you’re in advertising. We’re too big
to be a small design studio, so they call
us an advertising agency. My question is:
What is advertising these days, anyway?
So, at some point, I stepped away from
trying to find who I am, or — a better word
— what I am.’
I hope it isn’t too insensitive of me
to step in where Meiré steps away, and
offer a few of those ‘whats’ for grabs:
Mike Meiré is the 2006 ‘Visual Leader of
the Year’ (awarded by the Lead Academy
in Hamburg), he is also an independent
artist (‘on Saturdays,’ as he put it), and
he is, of course, the Art Director for 032c,
Brand Eins, ARCH+, and Kid’s Wear, to
name only a few publications that carry
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his visual autograph. Further, Meiré is
like the go-to renaissance man for Dornbracht (and Dornbracht Culture Projects,
and Dornbracht Edges), the bathroom and
kitchen fixtures manufacturer, for whom
Meiré has worked as architect and art director, artist and — how should I put it? —
‘idea curator.’ Acclaimed works for Dornbracht include The Farm Project traveling
installation, and the Global Street Food
exhibition; two interactive pieces that redefine the kitchen.
Nat ura lly, my conversation w it h
Meiré feels a little ADHD. There’s a lot
of ground to cover (I don’t apologize for
the pun; it’s appropriate), and our verbal
jumps between topics are frequent and
hyper. Meiré’s teenage years seg ue to
Peter Saville segue to un-conditioning
the mind in Majorca. Our talk is further
punctuated by moments of a gushing
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In the long run, every
project I do is about living,
about the flow of life, the
riches of the family, where
the sun sets, where the sun
rises, the climate, the
periphery of a building
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Meiré showing me iPhone photos of his
three sons; or Meiré pausing in front of a
table or computer screen, doing a mental
close-up of the so many magazines he’s
involved with. Nevertheless, no matter
how many different subjects we hit, Meiré
fully commits to each one, even if we only
spend minutes or seconds on it. Lively
and always at attention, he’s like human
Ritalin, or something.
Let’s try to scratch the surface of your professional biography.
Growing up in a little village outside Cologne, you couldn’t really get cool magazines. It wasn’t like growing up in London,
where your chances of seeing something
big were pretty high. Where I grew up, we
were ‘abroad’ from everything.
But I started listening to different
music, and as a seventeen-year-old kid,
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I discovered Bauhaus. That’s how it all
started, really. I had a very early passion
for the movement, and for the idea of a
movement. I was so attracted to the fact
that some people decided to create their
own culture, their own fashion, architecture, music, theatre, dance performances.
As a teenager, I thought: how amazing to
be able to do your own work and imagine
your own culture.
Later, in 1983, my brother and I started our own magazine called Apart. It was
a different time, we didn’t even have computers, but everything that’s happened
since, connects to that magazine. People
liked our layout very much, and we were
asked to do some branding, to do some
image campaigns. I never said ‘no’ — I
mean, why would I? Everything was so
fresh, so new to me. At the same time,

it felt very natural. And through that,
I was introduced to several people who
ran companies.
I think in the eighties, when we first
discovered design, the strategy was to
show that you’re different. These days, everybody says ‘We belong to a community, lets come together,’ but when we started, we had to make certain we were the
coolest, that we were a bit different, that
we made the discoveries. Of course, with
that, you had to wear funny clothes and
have weird haircuts. We were eighties
kids. I think that’s when I met Peter Saville (we had our The Apartment project
together for three years) and he told me:
‘Mike, I think you are one of these people
who can read or decode cultural language,
nonverbal language; what music people
are listening to, what they’re wearing.’

And can you?
Well, I have always been — I don’t want
to say naïve, but I really do believe that
people are good, you know? I believe in
spirituality. For eleven years, I did meditation and discovered all the books of
Krishnamurti. That actually helped me
a lot when I began to invent the architecture for the Dornbracht bathrooms. In the
beginning, the bathroom was seen as a
boring place, but I started a project called
Statements, and invited artists to discuss
the bathroom in different ways; as a place
where you’re actually naked, where you
see yourself ageing, maybe you have sex
in the bathroom, all these kind of things
that were maybe thought of as radical at
the time, but had beautiful results. In
that way, I have always been interested
in the cultural context: that space where

products appear, and how people relate to
their appearance. In the end, it’s not about
money. I know that’s something everybody says, but, in the end, I do think the
quality and ability you bring into a project
is what generates success, which is sometimes financial, and other times more
successful in terms of cultural relevance.
Even a commercial project doesn’t
have to look too commercial, you know? It
can have a little anarchy. Or magazines —
oh my God, they wanted to kill me in the
press because I stretched some typography, or something. In the long run, every
project I do is about living, about the flow
of life, the riches of the family, where the
sun sets, where the sun rises, the climate,
the periphery of a building. When you
work on a magazine, you ask: ‘Why do we
need another magazine? Why this one?’

You observe life and the people you meet.
When I start my designs, I try to create a
story for myself.
What kind of story?
For example, I worked on the Neue Zürcher Zeitung, the oldest newspaper in the
world. They called it ‘The Old Aunt,’ and
it looked like an old aunt. So the story for
me involved taking this Old Aunt and
putting her in some Chanel. Nothing too
crazy, I don’t want to color her hair or anything, but I want her to have a hint, a look,
a personality. I need to create personalities for my projects because, quite often,
I’m working on, say, fifteen, twenty very
different projects at a time, and each
project needs its own kind of intellectual discussion. I have to make very quick
decisions and concentrate. Sometimes
a certain sound or music will bring me
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back to the emotion I have for a specific
project, remind me of the story, the metaphor. We all have certain songs, or certain
stories that remind us of our first kiss, or
our first dance. Well, I have certain songs
and certain stories that remind me of certain projects. Especially for working on
magazines, because say, 032c and Kids
Wear — each one requires very, very different emotions. I’m conditioned this way.
I always have to find an anchor to pull me
quickly into whatever project I have to
work on, now.
And does it always work?
No. It’s a game. It’s fun. Sometimes it
works and sometimes it doesn’t, but
I  have to say I’m very disciplined and
I find ways to give the best of my abilities
to each project. If I have only an hour and
a half, I want to bring everything that I
have at that moment to that hour and a
half. It’s good training for being efficient,
which is one of those ‘oh no’ words these
days. But — discipline, efficiency, success, time — you know, when you have
three kids, a big family, everybody wants
a bit of you and you have to find some way
to deal with it. So, I think you have to be
happy and love what you do; otherwise
you go mad.
Do you love everything that you do?
Yeah. I have to say that I do. And I try to
avoid projects where I don’t like the people
involved. But it’s only five years ago that
I began to learn how to say ‘no’ to projects. It’s not easy. I’m getting more and
more offers now. I’m getting so many requests for interviews, and so many questions from students. Which is all very,
very nice, and I don’t mind; through those
questions, I learn a lot about myself. But
it’s time consuming. I get a lot of offers
to become a professor or something like
this. And I simply don’t have the time.
I just started making my art, and I try to
balance my business, and my jobs here.
I do try to bring up people that can take
care of the company a bit more, so that
I can have more free time for my art. So,
Saturday I’m the artist. Sunday I’m the
family father. Monday to Friday, I’m the
businessman. I can’t relax. I’m too curious about what comes next to relax. But
I will easily live to be a hundred or a hundred and ten years old. That means I’m
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just leaving puberty now. So I have time.
I can be a professor in twenty years.
Did you always know this or did this just
come to you?
No, I know this, I know this. In the long
run, you shouldn’t follow the media too
much. Don’t believe what your friends are
saying. Life is really a decision. I tell you,
in the nineties, when I did eleven years
of meditation and got a kind of teacher, a
coach or guru: I really got into this kind
of, ‘mind design.’ I was seduced by it. You
can go to the gym and train certain muscles, right? So you can also train or uncondition your mind, and that’s very important. Otherwise, you become a shadow
of yourself.
How does that translate into your work?
Do you have a signature style?
I don’t want to have a visual signature for
myself, but over time, people have come to
identify certain approaches I have. Still, I
believe more in the identity or the mental
attitude of a project. A designer has to
listen and feel for the desires of those who
run the project. Then you have to make
those desires visible. This, I think, is my
main job. It is not to show what I think the
new funky type is right now, which is actually what most people do. I think differently and maybe my concepts, in the long
run, are somehow bolder because they are
actually simpler.
I created a liquid identity for myself:
f low with life, read the project. Without reg u lations, t he world becomes
so much more. But people — especially in G er ma ny — people a re a f ra id.
They need to control because, in the
end, it’s all about power. Power’s a very
evil thing. The design becomes ugly because of it. When you have people sitting
around a table, there’s always, at minimum, one asshole among them, giving
bad energy to everybody. It’s important to
kill that bad energy. It’s a mind game. It’s
all manipulation.
Everything about design that I don’t
like is so sober, so clean, so aseptic. Life
is not like that. I think, in our day, we are
faced with too much information. We
have to digest a lot. While, at the same
time, sensually, we are not seduced often
enough because everything is just an ‘intellectual product’, you know. I always

You can go to the g ym
and train certain muscles,
right? So you can also train
or un-condition your mind,
and that’s very important.
Otherwise, you become
a shadow of yourself

try to bring in life. Mistakes. I don’t make
anything too beautiful because too beautiful is very dictatorial. You’ve just limited yourself.
What kind of seduction are you talking about?
I’m Mr. Eighties. I had to bring in all
the beauty into my life, I had to fight for
design. Nowadays, kids grow up in an
already-designed world. So I think to
myself: What’s the next step? I think
about sustainability, for example. Can
we make healthy design? Again, it’s like
Krishnamurti said, ‘You are the world’;
you are the one who makes a difference.
It’s a long way to go, of course.
Is there a reason you choose to be based
in Cologne?
I moved to Cologne when I was twentyone, and we had a really wonderful art
world here in the eighties. Cologne was
really big, then. Now, everybody talks
about Berlin, of course. I also wanted to
go to Berlin in 2000 — that would have
been a good time — but we had another company in Frankfurt, as well, and
decided not to move. A lot of the cultural projects going on in Berlin are thanks
to ex-Cologne-ists. Cologne had a really
great foundation, and it’s sad that a lot of
people moved away. It’s funny, right now
we do two really interesting magazines:
Arch+ and 032c. We do them here in Cologne, but officially, they’re from Berlin.
A cool Berlin thing, done right here. We
send the PDFs over.

No, I tell you, I have a struggle with
Berlin. I have a love and hate affair with
it. I hate it because it took away really
nice people from Cologne, but I love it because it has a big history, it has a fantastic size, an incredible culture program,
and because I wish I would be there
more often. But subjectively, I have to
say I can’t work there. Whenever you’re
in Berlin, you always talk and talk and
talk and talk and meet and talk and go to
a party and this opening and that opening and have a big headache. I come back
after three days, exhausted. Maybe that
would change if I moved there, but somehow in my position, I have much more
freedom here in my Factory because — I

don’t know — I don’t have to meet people.
It’s not that I don’t like people, it’s just
I don’t like time wasted. I like to focus.
I love working.
And I have such wonderful people
here. I love sitting here, going over projects. I love going home and having fantastic food. I love playing with the kids. It’s
my little city.
Then again, I really don’t want to
die here in Cologne, that’s for sure. This
is just a period in my biography. Maybe
the death period will be Majorca, because that is really where the soul belongs. It’s so peaceful there. I mean, in
the end, I don’t want to die anyway, but
who does? ø
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